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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPOR N 9W T N

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: July 29, 1977

FROM: Alastair Stone,& ,thie, Operations Review and
Support Unit

SUBJECT: Urban Poverty Lending

1. Today, the urban poverty program coordinators and the chief
economists (or their representatives) met with Messrs. Jaycox, Kahnert and
me to discuss the development of the Regional work plans to implement the
urban poverty program which are required to meet the decision taken by the
President's Council on July 25. (See Jaycox memo to Files dated July 25.)
It was agreed that the "first cut" at these work plans should be developed
by September 16 so that Mr. Jaycox can report to the President's Council
by the end of September.

2. The content of these work programs was discussed. It was agreed
that the work programs should be as specific as possible on staff allocation,
timing and substance of work given the time factor. They should not be ex-
pected to conform to any standard format, but that each Region should include
in its work plans at least the following five elements:

(a) a review of its country economic work plan specifying countries
where a special effort will be made to analyse and discuss
macro-economic policies which affect employment creation and
poverty alleviation;

(b) a specific plan of action to develop employment creation poverty
projects by the IDF divisions, including the necessary sector
work, identification of intermediaries, and a review of the lend-
ing program for its poverty potential;

(c) a work plan for the development of sector strategies and action
programs in other sectors which the Region feels can contribute
significantly to the urban poverty program--notably water and
sewerage, education, civil and building construction and perhaps
power, transportation and tourism;

(d) the nomination of specific projects in the lending program in
each important sector which will be developed as prototypes for
poverty-oriented projects;

(e) the nomination of a city or cities which will be affected by a
number of lending operations in various sectors and where it
might be desirable to coordinate and design the projects for
institutional/policy reforms and maximum beneficial impacts on
the poor.
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3. It was recognized that the elements spelled out above should
properly be related to each other to form an overall regional implementation
plan. Also it was noted that Mr. Baum has directed the CPS sector depart-
ments to assist the Regions with the development of their sector strategies
and with the design of prototypical poverty projects. My staff and I are on
call to assist in any way we can.

Cleared with and cc: Mr. Jaycox

cc: Mr. McNamara
Mr. Baum
President's Council
Regional Directors
CPS Directors
Regional Urban Poverty Program Coordinators
Participants
Mr. Dunkerley

AStone:ba.
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: July 29, 1977

FROM: Alastair Stone,R'h , Operations Review and
S Support Unit

SUBJECT: Urban Poverty Lending
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me to discuss the development of the Regional work plans to implement the
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President's Council on July 25. (See Jaycox memo to Files dated July 25.)
It was agreed that the "first cut" at these work plans should be developed
by September 16 so that Mr. Jaycox can report to the President's Council
by the end of September.

2. The content of these work programs was discussed. It was agreed
that the work programs should be as specific as possible on staff allocation,
timing and substance of work given the time factor. They should not be ex-
pected to conform to any standard format, but that each Region should include
in its work plans at least the following five elements:

(a) a review of its country economic work plan specifying countries
where a special effort will be made to analyse and discuss
macro-economic policies which affect employment creation and
poverty alleviation;

(b) a specific plan of action to develop employment creation poverty
projects by the IDF divisions, including the necessary sector
work, identification of intermediaries, and a review of the lend-
ing program for its poverty potential;

(c) a work plan for the development of sector strategies and action
programs in other sectors which the Region feels can contribute
significantly to the urban poverty program--notably water and
sewerage, education, civil and building construction and perhaps
power, transportation and tourism;

(d) the nomination of specific projects in the lending program in
each important sector which will be developed as prototypes for
poverty-oriented projects;

(e) the nomination of a city or cities which will be affected by a
number of lending operations in various sectors and where it
might be desirable to coordinate and design the projects for
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the poor.
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3. It was recognized that the elements spelled out above should

properly be related to each other to form an overall regional implementation
plan. Also it wqs noted that Mr. Baum has directed the CPS sector depart-
ments to assist the Regions with the development of their sector strategies
and with the design of prototypical poverty projects. My staff and I are on
call to assist in any way we can.

Cleared with and cc: Mr. Jaycox

cc: Mr. McNamara
Mr. Baum
President's Council
Regional Directors
CPS Directors
Regional Urban Poverty Program Coordinators
Participants
Mr. Dunkerley

AStone:ba.
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o FICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Department Directors and Projects Advisory DATE July 28, 1977

Staff in Cegtral. Projects Staff
FROM: Sushil K. Bliatnagar, Office of the V.P., Projects Staff F '

SUBJECT: Items of Interest at July 27 Meeting of Directors and Advisers

PRESENT: Messrs. Baum, King, Baldwin, Chanmugam, Fuchs, Hultin, Jaycox,
Kalbermatten, Lejeune, Sadove, van Gent, Willoughby, Yudelman, Israel,
Lee, Morse, Raizen, Stone and Bhatnagar.

Loan/Credit Documents J

Mr. King reported that to assist staff in preparing the 'oan/
credit documents in the new format and structure recently approved by
the Board, the Office of the Senior Vice President, Operations had
recently completed a draft of the detailed instructions on the
definitive form of the President's Report. General instructions for
the Staff Appraisal Report, on which work has started in PAS, are
expected to be ready soon. He asked that the CPS Departments also
prepare for their sectors supplementary instructions wherever
sectoral/subsectoral aspects needed special attention in the sector
annexes of the Staff Appraisal Report. Mr. Baum said that work in
the CPS Departments in this regard should proceed concurrently with
the preparation of the general instructions in PAS. Ile felt that
this should not take much time since the CPS Sector Departments and
the COPDs would have already done much of this work in connection
with the preparation of model Staff Project Reports in their sector
under the earlier "new style" of loan documentation.

Urban Poverty Program

Mr. Jaycox reported on the progress of the urban poverty
program and on the meeting of the President's Council on July 25
where the program's current status was discussed. In general the
implementation of the program so far has been disappointing. The
poverty-oriented content of urban lending does not appear to be
increasing. The employment-creation side of the program is parti-
cularly deficient, and rn the basic service delivery side, the
program is still over dependent upon sites and services/slum
upgrading projects. implementation has been slowed by the contro-
versy concerning the criteria to be used in the program monitoring
system, specifically the capital/labor ratio threshold which would be
used to distinguish poverty-oriented, employment creation projects.

The President's Council discussed the status of the program
and it was decided:

a) Messrs. Chenery, Wapenhans and Jaycox would decide
the issue on the program moi toring criteria by
Friday, July 29, and w.- wuld use those criteria
until we had enough experience to devise better
ones.

../2.
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Department Directors and Projects Advisory July 27, 1977
Staff in Central Projects Staff

b) The Regions would prepare specific work plans for
implementing the urban poverty program in their
Regions, including:

- specification of countries and work plans for a
special effort in country economic work on the
macro policy framework for employment creation
and poverty alleviation;

- action plans to develop the employment creation
programs of the IDF divisions; and

- identification of cities where our lending in
various sectors might be coordinated to have more
influence on policy and institutional development;
and to maximize the beneficial impact on the poor.

c) Mr. Jaycox would report to the President's Council
again, before the end of September, if possible, on
the poverty content of the lending program and on the
Regional work plans which should be ready by then.

Mr. Jaycox emphasized the need for the CPS sector departments,
particularly TDF, water and education, to assist the Regions in
developing sector strategies and prototypical projects designs.
Mr. Baum underlined the responsibility of the CPS departments in
getting behind the urban poverty program and in working with the
Regions to help them develop their specific programs.

DISTRIBUTION: Messrs. Fuchs, Gordon, Hultin, Jaycox,'Kanagaratnam,
Lejeune, Rovani, Sadove, Tolbert, van der Tak,
Willoughby, Yudelman, King, Israel, Lee, Lethem,
Morse, Raizen, Ray, Weiss and Mrs. Scott.

cc: Messrs. Knapp, Baum, Benjenk, Chadenet, Chaufournier,
W. Clark, Husain, Krieger, Stern, Wapenhans, Alter,
Weiner, Gabriel, Hattori, Burmester, Finne.

SKBhatnagar/EVKJaycox:lic
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Warren C. Baum AJ,

FROM: Edward V.K. Jaycox DAu1

SUBJECT: Urban Poverty Lending - Monitor ng Criteria
for Employment Creation Projects -

1. As directed by Mr. McNamara, Mr. Chenery, Mr. Wapenhans andI met yesterday to decide the issue of the criteria to be used inmonitoring the employment creation elements of the urban poverty program.We agreed that in the interim period before a better formulation can bedevised and made operational, we should employ a variation of thenational threshold capital/labor ratio similar to those that have beenproposed by me and suggested by the Regional Chief Economists, but whichis easier to understand and smoother in its results.

2. The agreed method of calculating the country-specific threshold--which would in effect be a rough index of the relative availability ofcapital and labor across countries--is as follows:

a) The investment available in each country would beapproximated by multiplying the country's current GNPby the investment rate that might be termed "normal"for countries having that level of per capita income.-

b) The approximated investment derived as above would bedivided by the total labor force. The resultant figurewould give a norm or index of the capital availableto sustain a man-year of employment.

c) The next step would be to multiply the indicator by15 (15 man-years being chosen as the equivalent of ajob") to get a national threshold figure for a"labor-intensive" production process.

d) For poorer countries where the calculated nationalthreshold would be below $800 per job, the thresholdwould be arbitrarily set at $800 (1976 prices), merelyto ensure that the thresholds are operationally achievable.(This $800 level is about at the level of the calculatedthreshold for India, and we know it can be achieved inIndia.)

1/ These normalized rates of investment would be taken from theChenery/syrquin study, Patterns of Develoment, 1950-1970,adjusted for dollar inflation to a 1976 basis. See particularly"Figure 1: Investment" on p. 27 and backup tables.
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e) In applying the threshold to determine whether a specific
project was "labor-intensive" the total man-years of
employment created by the project (or an identifiable
component) would be divided by 15 to get the number of
"jobs" and the latter would be divided into the capital
costs of the operation (fixed and permanent working
capital). 1/ No discounting of man-years of employment
will be required. If the result is below the national
threshold, then the project or-sub-component would be
considered a poverty-oriented project.

3. The assumption that "labor-intensive" projects so defined, will
deliver large, direct wage/employment benefits to the target group will
be tested by parallel monitoring of the estimated benefits flowing to
the poor. This was agreed with the Operational Vice Presidents in
February and with the Chief Economists more recently. Projects which
do not meet this test but which Regions think nonetheless deliver enough
benefits to the poor that they should be counted as poverty projects will
also be considered on their merits.

4. The country-specific thresholds will be calculated by the Urban
Operations Review and Support Unit, discussed with the country economists
to iron out any obvious inter-country anomalies, and then will be pub-
lished as guidelines for poverty project search/design and monitoring
criteria. All of this should be fully in place by September, and will not
affect the timing or, to any substantial extent, the accuracy of the
statistical analysis of the lending programs promised to Mr. McNamara
by September 30.

5. As soon as we have some experience with this approach we will
evaluate the usefulness of the project search and monitoring criteria,
and make the system more sophisticated/discriminating, if necessary.
This system will be employed until a better system is shown to be necessary
and operationally feasible. I will continue to discuss the proposals of
the Chief Economists and try to develop a better system with them as
suggested in my memorandum to them of July 19.

Cleared with and cc: Messrs. Chenery, Wapenhans
cc: Messrs. McNamara, Knapp

President's Council
Chief Economists
Regional Urban Poverty Program Coordinators
Regional Directors
CPS Directors

EVKJaycox:ncp

1/ The multiplication of the indicator by 15 suggested in (c) above and the
division of man-years of employment by 15 in step (e) cancel each other
out and may appear to be wasted steps. But for the purposes of guiding
project search and design, the larger numberfor a "job" seems to us to be
more understandable and effective than the smaller number for a man-year
of employment.
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JUL 2 "
OFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO Files DATE ly 25, 1977

FROM: Edward V.K. Jaycox, Chairman, Urban Poverty Task Group )

SUBJECT: Urban Poverty Lending - President's Council Meeting, July 25

1. Today, the President's Council met to discuss the urban poverty
lending program. My memorandum of July 21 on the status of the program
provided background for the meeting (attached).

2. It was agreed that the controversy concerning the details of
the program monitoring system that has continued for many months has
gone on too long and reached an unproductive stage. Mr. McNamara asked
that Messrs. Chenery, Wapenhans, and Jaycox decide the issue by the end
of the week (July 29), reporting to him if it was not possible to reach
agreement, and that no more staff or calendar time be spent on debating
the criteria of the system. At some appropriate time in the future, we
would look again to see if the monitoring system was working as we wanted
it to, and modify our approach if necessary.

3. In the disucssion of the content of the program and of the four
points put forward in the background paper, it was reaffirmed that the
program should have two complementary parts--a macro-economic policy
thrust and a lending program which directly benefits the poor. It was
decided that.the Regions should prepare specific work plans for developing
their urban poverty programs. These could cover a wide range of subjects
but should include:

(a) specification of countries and work plans for a special
effort in country economic work on the macro policy
framework for employment creation and poverty allevation;

(b) action plans to develop the employment creation programs
of the IDF divisions;

(c) plans to develop sector-specific urban poverty strategies
and prototypical poverty projects in the IDF, water, and
education sectors; and

(d) identification of cities where our lending in various
sectors might be coordinated to have more influence on
policy and institutional development, and to maximize
the beneficial impact on the poor.
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4. It was agreed that Mr. Jaycox should report to the President's
Council with a statistical analysis of the five-year lending program on
a six-region basis, and a synthesis of the regional work plans. The
deadline for this report was left flexible but should be before
September 30, if possible. The report will then be discussed at a
meeting of the President's Council.

Attachment

Cleared with and cc: Mr. Baum

cc: Mr. McNamara
President's Council
Regional Directors
CPS Directors
Regional Urban Poverty Program Coordinators
Chief Economists

EVKJaycox:ncp
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert S. McNamara DATE: July 21, 1977

FROM: Edward V.K. Jaycox

SUBJECT: Urban Poverty Program

1. You asked me for a brief status report on the progress of the
urban poverty program as background for the meeting of the President's
Council on Monday, July 25.

Summary of Present Status

2. In general, progress on implementing the program is somewhat
disappointing, although I am optimistic that given appropriate support
from upper line management, the program can move forward. On the
negative side, the lending program has not been developed as rapidly as
we had hoped. The poverty-oriented content of the urban-related lending
program as estimated by the Regions has not increased since our first
comprehensive analysis of the overall lending program last Fall. If
anything, our most recent analysis of actual performance in FY77 and
prospects over the next two years shows slightly lower poverty content
than previously reported. The sectoral composition of the program is
still overly oriented toward service delivery and is deficient on the
productive or employment creation side. The overall poverty program is
also still overly dependent upon "new style" urban projects, i.e., sites
and services, and slum upgrading.

3. The criteria to distinguish urban poverty lending for project
design and monitoring purposes, which were agreed to'by the Operational
Vice Presidents in February, have run into some resistance primarily
from regional economic staff, and, therefore, the program monitoring
system is not yet fully functioning. Two of the six Regions have decided
not to analyze their lending programs for poverty content until they are
satisfied with the details of the monitoring criteria. The controversy
has centered on the criteria which I proposed for identification of
those projects which are labor-intensive and yield direct benefits to
the target population in the form of increased employmen.t opportunities.
The Chief Economists, as a group, have recently (June 29) proposed similar
criteria (although calculated somewhat differently) which I have generally
accepted subject to their further development for operational use--i.e.,
to the point where guidelines can be issued on how they would work in
practice. We will immediately get to work on this with the Chief Economists
and DPS, but the process could take 3-4 months. Meanwhile, I have proposed
to proceed with the monitoring system on the basis of my original proposals
so that we can report progress on the program by September 1. This con-
troversy then, which has led to confusion and has slowed the substantive
progress of the program, seems to be drawing to a satisfactory close.
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4. On the positive side, I can report that there is growing under-
standing of the program among the operating staff, and there are signs
that this will begin to affect the poverty content of the lending program
by FY79, although this trend is not yet evident in any statistical analysis
of the lending program. The Employment.,Creation and Small Scale Enterprise
Development Paper issued earlier this year is contributing to this process,
and all of the IDF Division Chiefs are now promoting this new direction.
Something, however, will need to be done about the staffing constraints
in this difficult sector of our operations, if this momentum is to continue
to build. Guidelines on designing poverty-oriented projects in Education
are now about to be issued after full discussion amongst operating staff,
and three Regions have prepared strategy papers on how to approach the
educational needs of the urban poor. In the water/sewerage sector, similar
project design guidelines are being prepared and discussed amongst operating
staff. The research program is developing slowly among promising lines,
and some operationally useful outputs, particularly in water/sewerage
technology, may soon be available.

Poverty Content of Urban-Related Lending in Four Regions

5. Attached for your information are three tables showing the poverty
content of urban-related lending in FY77 (estimated actuals) and FY78 and
FY79 (estimated/targeted) by year, by Region, and by sector for the four
Regions which have updated the analysis of their current programs. We also
have some information on FY80, FY81 and FY82, but this is so sparse as to
be misleading at this point and is, therefore, not presented. Assuming
that the information we have for four Regions is indicative, the FY77
proportion of poverty lending is about 15% as compared with the FY80 target
we set for ourselves last February, of one-third.

6. Breaking this down by sector, the poverty content of DFC/Tourism/
Industry lending (for four Regions) totalled less than 8% for FY77 and will
not exceed 10% for FY77-FY79. The DFC/IDF contribution, in view of its
major role on the productive employment side is clearly much too low.
I believe water supply "poverty lending" at 2-7% for FY77-FY79 also appears
very low, given the fact that existing water shortages in LDC cities fall
most heavily on the target population. Water supply benefits merely in
line with the proportion of the poor in total population is not consistent
with the- backlog situation that exists and the proportion of poor people
in the population growth of LDC cities. Power and Transport should also
be able to do more; world-wide, these important sectors have greater
potential for direct beneficial impact on the poor. In Education, the
total urban-related lending is only about 20%. This may be appropriate,
given the relative deprivation of rural areas, but if the sector strategy
is to emphasize neglected areas, a much higher proportion of this 20%
should be aimed at the urban poor. Urban projects in the next two years
continue to carry over half the total program.
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-Request for Support on Specific Points

7. In order for the program to gain the desired momentum, certain

specific lines of action need to be agr&ed upon.

8. First, we need to put an end to the controversy over ,the

monitoring system or at least get these differences off the critical

path of program implementation. While monitoring is seldom welcomed, it

is'essential to any programming effort. The details of any monitoring

or project search criteria can always be debated, particularly when they

pertain to such a complex field as the one we are in. We have spent

nearly twelve months now on these points, and the debate has been closed

and reopened too many times, diverting effort from the real task and

leaving the operating staff unnecessarily confused. As I have noted

above, this controversy now appears to be drawing to a close, but we

must agree to begin the monitoring process now, improving it as we go

along.

9. Second, we need a major push on developing the poverty-oriented

programs of'the IDF divisions. Resources need to be shifted in that

directfon, perhaps at the expense of other more traditional sectors of

operation. The IDF divisions also need some new kinds of expertise to

take on their new responsibilities for industrial sector work and to

find/develop the new kinds of intermediaries necessary for poverty-oriented

work.

10. Third, in the next six months the Regions and CPS should try to

develop sector-specific strategies for each sector expected to contribute

to the urban poverty program, in each Region--along the lines of the work

already done in some sectors in some Regions. These need not be elaborate

pieces; the main objective would be to stimulate internal discussion and

further sensitize the operating staff to the challenges of the program.

As part of this, we should try to develop some prototype poverty projects

In each sector, particularly water, education, and IDF (I believe that

in urban projects we have already done this) which will demonstrate our

latest thinking on appropriate project design for these types of poverty-

oriented projects.

11. Finally, we.should develop coordinated approaches to the parts of

the lending programs that impact heavily on particular cities. In EAP,

for instance, we find that some nine separate operations in various sectors

are in the five-year program that will impact on Jakarta. Similar concentra-

tions exist for cities in other Regions. In the case of Jakarta the Region

is seriously considering trying to coordinate and design these operations

so that they contribute as much as possible to the efficient and equitable

development of the city, with heavy poverty orientation in employment

creation, basic service delivery and policy/institutional reform. We should

consider this approach for other cities in other Regions.
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.'12. Given support on these four points, I am confident we can move

the program forward and engage the imagination and energy of the operating

staff.

Next Status Report

13. I intend to give you a full, six-Region report on the status of

the urban poverty lending program by September 1. My present intention

Is to make this next report merely a brief discussion of the attached

tables on a six-Region basis (provided the missing information is supplied)

-but would include any other feasible analyses you may want. After that,

our next status report will be presented in-the first week of January,

if that is acceptable to you.

Attachment

Cleared with and cc: Mr. Baum

cc: Messrs. Knapp, Broches; Cargill, Chadenet, Chenery, Clark

Weiner, Benjenk, Chaufournier, Husain, Krieger

Stern, Wapenhans, J. Adler, Damry, Gabriel



TableI

F-7-81 Non.-Agricultural InigPor

5/i

1977 1978 1971 1977 1BO 19 5 177l

Toa n-Agriculturall 2S767 3,o49 3,709 9,.525 4,529 3,8 19 ,3

T o a i o 4 4 2 2 5 1 , 8

/463 487 342 1,292
Rural- 5,842

./ 88 1,445 3,3b5y
Locationa -YUnsPecic- 1o - >0 ..3 *5 --- 0 1,135 3,293

unidentified Projects 0  1,559 1,236,917

1 1 9 1 R7 1 97 9 , 4 7 7 19604, 1 3 5 991 9 7 72
Ur2,767 d,0h9 3 092 9,52.1 563 371 1

Rural~~' 197 380 324 1,9842 ~ ,8

Urban Poverty

Urban Poverty as O2 5 24 21 .20 36 30 26

Urban Related

Urban Poverty as % of 12 8 9 12 9 10

Total ; 
1on -Agricultural

I/ )Agricaltura sectocr projects excluded.

rndcuS East '-frica, West Africa, LAC, East Asia and Pacific regional lending prograns.

* 3 1on-gricultIr lending located outside cities.
2/? Ilrd sur lending of national character with no specific identified locations.

/Tota i ra nrstaed in p80 and FY81 due to unspecified lending programs in

9/Total program undrtl n

some countries.
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777-79 Non-Arrimiltural Lrj Prc-rrm by RTfriocn
- (U..4m)

Eat West
Africa Africa LAC EAP Totil

Total Non-Agricultural- 1,463 822 4,192 3,08 9,525
ura2 122 125 853 192 1,292

Locationally UnspecificI 552 287 970 1,536 3,3b5
Unidentified Projects . 225 33 U5 80 753

Urban Related 564 377 1,9514 1,240 11,135

Urban Poverty 11 3-10 44h 168 81i

Urban Poverty as % of Urban Related 21% 29% 23% 1.-% 20%
Target Population as % of Urban

Population 25% 27% 25% 31% 27%
Urban Poverty as % of Total

Non-Agricultural 8% 13% 11% 6% 9%

Agricultural sector projects excluded.
Data not available frcm NA arnd Scuth Asia rerions.

- -. Non-agricultu-al lending located outside cities.
Non-agricultural lending of national character vith no specific identified locations.

Table 3

FT77-79 Non Agricultural.. Ind r'r by Sector

Loan/ Urban Poverty
Credit Urban Urban Urban Poverty as % ofNo. of Amount Related Povert a o -
US3) (US$7 (U$Bn) Urban Related Total

DFC/IDF 45 1,260 1,018 105 8
Aducation 40 653 135 33 25 5
Industry 21 916 364 30 8 3
Population 9 2u6 51 11 21 5
Power, 43 2,124 847 24 3

Tourism 8 155 69 2 3

Transportation 85 2,543 379 24 6 1

Urbanization 25 607 600 427 71 70

Water Supply 29 70L. 634 173 27 25

Other 18 361 38 12 29 3
Total 323 9,525 4.135 81 20 9

!/ Agricultural rector rrojects excluded.
21 Includes East Africa, West Africa, LAC, East Asia and Pacific region..l lending progr;r:s.Includes, intcr alia, lending for Technical Assistan-ce, Telocomunications, andProgra/ -nding.

* 7t21t77
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. G. B. Votaw DATE: July 20, 1977

FROM: F. H. Howell

SUBJECT: Urban Poverty Program (UPP) JUL 2 q[

1. The Regional IDF division, in cooperation with the Urban
Operations Review and Support Unit, was recently engaged in the second
round of the UPP monitoring exercise, the purpose of which was to update
information on projects for FY77-81 in the EAP Region which had an urban
poverty component (please see Attachment 1). I have attached an updated
copy of Report 2-1 for the Region which was sent to Mr. Stone under cover
of a memorandum from me (Attachment 2).

2. For this round, either or both of two criteria were used to
identify those projects (or parts of them) which would qualify as having
an urban poverty component. These were employment generation (on the
production side) and affordability/replicability of the goods and services
produced (on the consumption side). A project qualified under the employ-

ment criterion if its capital labour ratio was found to be below a pre-
determined country specific threshold capital labour ratio; thresholds

for the countries in our Region were determined by Program economists
(see Attachment 3) although controversy persists as to the theoretical

justification and practical usefulness of such thresholds (see Attachment

3). Projects qualified on the affordability criterion if they resulted
in lowering the price or increasing the availability of goods and services
demanded by the urban poor target group, and the replicability criterion
determined whether or not goods and services generated by projects could
be supplied to the target group at prices which either covered the cost
of the project or re uired subsidies which could realistically be provided
on an ongoing basis._/ I might add that the theoretical basis of the

methodology being used to classify projects having an urban poverty
component is still subject to considerable criticism (see Attachment 4).

3. To determine, with some degree of confidence-, the urban poverty
component of the various projects in the Region's FY77-81 lending program,
we felt it would be best approached by going directly to the Regional and
CPS Divisions. Meetings were set up with them at which a representative

of the Urban Operations Review and Support Unit was present. As expected,
we discovered that in most cases, the necessary data to enable a sensible
computation just did not exist. For example, in the case of water supply

l/ When the project is able to cover cost, it is, in theory, replicable.
When it is unable to do so, some form of subsidy is involved and it

is then necessary to consider whether the target group actually receives

the subsidy, the size of the subsidy involved, and whether the subsidy
will continue to be available.
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projects, the Projects division had no data on the income breakdown of the

final recipients. While it is highly likely that much of the water supplied

under these projects does reach the urban poor, we have no way of estimating
what proportion of the end users are, in fact, the urban poor. On these

occasions, at the suggestion of the representative of the Urban Operations
Review and Support Unit, the urban poverty component was left unidentified
rather than resorting to insufficient data or uninformed guesswork to

derive a figure.

4. On the above basis, the urban poverty component9 f the Region's
FY77-81 non-rural lending programme was computed as 2.5%.! The comparable

figure for the previous iteration was 10% but we feel that on this go-round,
we had access to better data than on the last occasion, and can stand by

these estimates with greater confidence. Also, there is no linear progres-
sion in the increasing urban poverty content of the Region's program

through the five-year period.

5. These figures are in sharp contrast to the targets outlined in

Mr. Jaycox's Memorandum of January 6, 1977, in which the agreement of the

Regional Vice Presidents was recorded, that by FY80 at least one third of

all urban related (i.e. non-rural) lending by the Bank Group as a whole

should yield direct benefits to the target population; in practice, this

would amount to 10-12% of total Bank lending.

6. It is possible that the identified UP component of the Region's

lending program will increase as we improve our ability and data base to

assess the impact of projects on the urban poor; a process which is likely
to absorb a great deal of time and effort. It is also likely to require

a more amenable methodology for identifying the UP component of projects.

Butour improved ability to identify more accurately the UP component of

the existing project pipeline will not, in any sense, alleviate the clear
need to re-orient the Region's lending program to even approach meeting

the agreed upon UPP targets. Unfortunately, recent Regional CPP's have

not addressed themselves sufficiently to this issue. From what I have

been able to discern of lending programs contained therein, they do not

seem to be consistent with the proclaimed UPP targets and objectives.

PSMistry/FKanga:rra

1/ This number does not include the UP component of specific urban projects
included in the FY77-81 five-year program. The proportion of these loans

which will hit the target group is being estimated by the Urban Projects

Department and will be provided to us. However, the total amount of

loans for such projects account for only 8% of the Region's non-rural

lending program for the period. Even if we assumed 100% of these loans

addressed the needs of the target group, the UPP content of the FY77-81

non-rural program would still account for only 10.5% of the total.
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TO: Chief Econow;ts DATE: July 19, 1977

FROM: Edward V. K. Jaycox, Chairman, Urba e y Task Group

SUDJErCT: Urban Poverty LWAY. A

1. I refer to your memorandum of June 29 on this subject, and
want to thank you for the attention you have given to this mAtter.
I am particularly pleased that you reaffirm the need for a national

capital/labor ratio threshold as a search and monitoring criterion for
urban poverty lending. This was the most controversial aspect of rm
earlier proposals, but I think that your agreement on this point shows
that closer scrutiny of the operational problems we face and of the
economics of the matter lead one in that direction. I am prepared to
accept the general approach which you have proposed, and as you will
see In the paragraphs below, I have taken account of your suggestions
In outlining how I think we should now proceed. It will, however, take
some time to make your approach fully operational, and we will have to
rely on the earlier approach in this interim period to avoid further

delay in implementing the program.

2. First, let me say that there is absolutely no conflict betwen
us on the matter of the central role of country economic work in des!gning
appropriate national strategies to alleviate poverty. I agree complctcly
that these strategies must involve multiple objctivcs, and can only b
developed on a country-by-country basis. I hope that country economints
will in fact embark on this work, and begin to contribute this dimension
to appropriate project design and policy reform. Up to now very Iittie
has been done. I suggest we get together soon to review the situation,

and decide on a course of action to get country economic work to fulfill
this potential role.

3. Concerning your idea that project officers adopt a "simple
goals/achievement matrix" with weights given to the various goals, I have
my doubts. This opproach has been subjected to serious criticism bacause
of its complexity and the inherent masking of subjectivity by the technique,
Nevertheless, the idea may be worth pursuing and I would welcome furthcr
discussion on how it might be put into practice.

4. Your suggeston to adopt two search and monitoring criteria To,
employment-creating projects appeals to me very much. They complemet
each other and together cover the more important aspects of poverzy
iending; the flow of benefits to the target grcup and capitAl 5prediny.
Even though wo have some theoretical difficulties with boTh criteria a.,
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you formulate th--I agree that we should go ahead in developing them
on the broad lines you suggest. However, this will require that
considerable work be done to make these criteria operational.

5. For the proportion of value added going to labor to be useful
as a poverty lending criterion, we need to determine a consistent way
throughout the Bank for finding and applying the "suitable minimum wage"
you mention in paragraph 8. For use as a supplemental ronitoring criterion,
as discussed in your paragraph 19, we will probably need a scaler, tha? is,
a minimum and a maximum--the minimum to distinguish urban poverty lending
from business as usual, and the maximum to recognize the limit on value
added to labor which the return to capital imposes. In short, I do not
think we can make this criterion operational until more is known about
returns to labor than we now have available. I suggest we proceed to
work on this criterion with a view to its operational use in the near
future. In February we agreed with the Operational Vice Presidents
to monitor projects which passed the K/L threshold test to see if a high
proportion of value added does in fact go to the target group. This
empirical data plus some tests on non-poverty projects might quickly
give us a scaler. We will need help on the minimum wage question (the w
in Ahluwalia, Little, Pyatt formulation), and we will now explore this
with you and with DPS.

6. The capital cost per job created threshold proposed by you is
acceptable to me, although I must say that we find your approach to its
calculation at least as crude and as complicated as the one we proposed.
There are certain practical difficulties to be overcome and matters to be
clarified before we can make your approach operational. We understand
from Mr. McPheeters that the required time series of GDFI exist for only
some 20 countries. Therefore a methodology for estimating the past 15
years of GDFI must be devised and agreed upon. The time series for
suitable deflators is also a problem. The GDFI formula excludes working
capital in both the national threshold and the project-specific K/L ratios;
this may not be appropriate. For small-scale, informal sector investrents,
the capital costs on the project side may be largely working capital. This

1/ Our difficulties with your formulation of the K/L ratio have already
been partly aired (see also paragraphs 6-10 below). Your value added
rule, used as a search criterion, favors projects with low returns to
capital since by definition the lower the return to capital ceteris

aribus, the higher will be returns to labor as a proportion of value
added. If other things are not equal, high efficiency with high returns
to capital accompanying higher wage rates may on your formulation give
a lower poverty contribution than a relatively inefficient operation
with low profit! and wages.
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relovant matter needs to be sorted out. One curious
operationally rc . the faster the growth sf GDF1 ovcr the
anomaly of your approach--i~. t hodrltv ournt GD -eerom th

past years, the lowerO the threshold relative 
to curren Dcn~st

e worked on and somehow compensated for. This anomaly derivce from the

necessarily rough approximation of your formula for the basic relationh

ship between current savings 
and current needs of job creation

what is really relevant.

, 

1 am very doubtful aout the simplicity of estimating net (as

opposed to gross) employment 
ebfects of projects because if done res-

ponsibly, it entails analysis of all upst eam and downstream 
indirect

emnployment effects, 
Positive as well as negative. Further, and more

importantly, as a matter of economics, we do not 
understand why it

would be correct to deduct employment displaced 
elsehere assuming that

the displaced labor is displaced because 
it is less productiv'e. The

point is we are not interested in more employment alone; we are interested

in increasing the amount of efficient employment. 
I believe you are

somewhat mixed up in your thinking on this point, and this mixup may be

at the core of some of the 
misunderstandings we 

have been having.

S. since capital stock is to be estimated by adding 
up 15 years of

past GDFI, I trust in comparing the resulting national 
KIL ratio threshol

to the proicct K/ ratio, that, in the latter, L will be definod in terms

of 15 man-year jobs, i.e., a permanent job 
will be defined as euvln

to 15 man-years of employment. This it seems to me is essential for

internal consioteMpym This also solves 
the problem of how to account

for "temporary employment" 
during project construction. 

in fact, I take

it from your draft worksheet 
that this is what you had in mind.

9. 1 assume that identifiable parts 
of projects which meet 

poverty

lending criteria ould be so counted. 
Otherwise we run the risk of

encouragin the disassembly of logical project packages in order to group

elements so that the total project might compare favorably 
with the national

threshold. We understand that 
this may have happened 

in some rural develop

ment projects with their 50% of benefits 
rule.

It appears that your proposed approach to dlculating the national

I/L yields lower thresholds than the one we proposed, and hence they 50Y

be more difficult to achieve. We may, in fact, have to factor up the

results arbitrarily to make them operationally relevant. (This is the

same problem we faced with our approach and why 
we proposed an arbitrary

doubling of the threshold.)

I]. I have serious difficulties with your proposed 
supplemental

industryspecific or urban-specific 
thresholds which are put forwand as

ways of getting high enough thresholds 
to be operationally relevant in

some of the poorest cnougtrihe. These may be interesting 
for someCpurposes5

but we do not believe 
th they will be useful for search, design, or
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monitoring of poverty projects as we have defined them. In the first
place the complexities of deriving sector-specific averages on a con-
sistent basis--even over time in a single country--are enormous. More
importantly, while we recognize all of the points you make in your
paragraph 14, we do not feel that extreme poverty and/or dualism, or very
large rural sectors are valid reasons for allowing urban operations to
be substantially more capital-intensive than rura.1 operations and still
be labelled as poverty projects. Your rationalization, moreover, appears
to condone if not promote dualistic development and, therefore, runs
contrary to the main thrusts of the rural/urban poverty programs. If a
national threshold is too low to be operationally useful, I suggest we
adjust it to an arbitrary higher level that is operationally attainable
rather than go through the complicated and to my mind misleading
rationalization you propose. 1/

Next Steps

12. The next step as you propose would be to have a staff level review.
This should cover both your proposals and the main points made in this
memorandum. I would suggest that one huge meeting is not the way to do
this. I believe it would be more efficient for each of you (together with
the Assistant Projects Director nominated to liaise with the Urban Poverty
Task Group by the Regional Vice President) to hold staff level reviews
as you think best for your Region. Then we can meet again in a smaller
group to finish this off. I would like to attend, or have Mr. Stone
attend, the review meetings you will schedule.

13. It is clear that to develop both of your proposed search and
monitoring criteria to an operational level will require some time. The
process of staff level review and of resolving major and minor problems
and misunderstandings has been shown to be time-consuming. Add this to
the necessity of issuing detailed instructions to the operating staff of
the Bank (like the ones which we drafted for the approach we proposed) and
we clearly run the danger of further substantial delay in the implementation
of the poverty program. I would estimate at least 3-4 months. This is
very difficult for me to accept. As it is, my periodic report to
Mr. McNamara on the status of the urban poverty program is now overdue,
because two of the six Regions have choser to delay analyzing their programs
until they agree fully with the monitoring system. This is a potentially
embarrassing situation for all of us. I would now like to get my report
to Mr. McNamara by September 1 at the latest, which means that the review
of Regional lending programs has to go forward immediately.

1/ We could specify, for instance, that where the threshold calculated by
your method is below $000 (or below $100 per man-year by our method),
it would be adjusted up to this level.
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1A. In these circumstances, and until your proposals are fully
operational, I can see no alternative to going ahead with this review
on the basis of the criteria originally proposed. The current monitoring
information system is designed for these criteria and four of the six
Regions have already done the work on this basis.

Messrs. de Azcarate, Dubey, Hablutzel, Hasan, Holsen, Waide

cc: Messrs. Baum, Benjenk, Chaufournier, Chenery, Husain
Krieger, Stern, Wappenhans

Messrs. Avramovic, Karaosmanoglu, Yudelman, van der Tak,
Fuchs, Gordon

Messrs. Bronfman (EAP), Pouliquen (WAP), Howell (AEP)
Rajagoplan (ASP), Pollan (EMP), Glaessner (iCP
Stoutjcsdijk (ECD), B.B. King (VUP) Balassa (DRC)

Messrs. Zymzlmann and Ballantine (EDP), Kalbermatten (EWT)
Hyde (DF), F. Mitchell (TMP), Carnemark (TRP)
Messenger (PNP), Little and Kare (ECP), Ahluwalia (DRC)

Messrs. Dunkerley, Churchill, McCulloch, D. Singh, Stone
Strombom, Kahnert, Lethbridge, BWier (URB)

EVKJaycox:ncp
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s t ProJet wvl4 be U20. (This applies vdm uslag a 20% discount
rate.) It m baA n mat matioally tat In order to reash ths dalla
figtre kva he nwdwd prsed by the Cktef Ulamoats we have to me. a

oilamtry in whieh gross doamstatixed imostimnt per member of the 1976 labcw
force has fallen over the 15wear pomd by apprmtamately 20%. Oaly tba will

+Ay coam to the saos .igmae. If the fall is onal, or if gress dimestI.
fixed Sinat per u aber of Us 1976 labor frve bUs roasined stable or
inoreased ver the last 15 years -a figure will progressively be wmh has
thathuew. fr omoes if In faet Wfl per mmberet the 1976 abor faens
has inuna4ud bY 3 per -mm r * AlAst 15 yeas reso the tuvdn.l
level of USM5, their capital/labor thad'a1 arrives at V*15, i~s., 73% of

our threhol d of US$O . If a 5% grow* rate ever Ut last 15 year is assmed,
thir iresbald will own t U0545 or 65% af wur vn thre.2A.

3. It is thu olear tat te faster MI has gram in the pant 3S yea"
th m* their thres'ol winU fall balow s and the am* difficiat will it
be to inot. I sumitt say be an abard effect.

4. We n turn te- kng at the fast that ,uw
tbreaald falls in abolmte torme s the useful life af the inwebwat made

dutons. I the ase utore @1 has gavm by 3% In the past and the Wdef
Zoonov.,t threa l S. at U315 ~ treshld w&AUd fall to tisa level for a
10-yar invesbaw t Project. Ame Uthd thredold is not soisstive to the langU
of life of the invesmen t y Investment wAe that has an epeeted life of lss
ten 10 Yuan would be usa4red with a igher +tAwsWA vader their me th Gen

unde mm. 1arl3y, it we take a 5% growt of SI par -- lr ot Me 976
labor fere in the last 15 years, the two theasbold. benem equa for an invest.-

Mst projest with just ver eight years ot useful life. At the margin, for on
ivsment proJect with a useful life of lny me year, 1eir trasehld is ever
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six s as SM* ms a In Use o 3% grmU in 1I per i a *m of tUw
labor fa e and abwat fivo and a half tUm as h & as as In Ih* as of #a
ivsm4tment pdth of 5%.

S. I wamd 1 wther fth Qf MmisU tbougt obvO ON** offest.
Ame *W a thwir prwpomal.

ect Nksaws. Jay*=g, Dw*r1W, Mmvrbinpl Lotbbli&p.



WORLD BANK / INTERNATONAL FNANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. E. V. K. Jaycox, Director, URB DATE: June 29, 1977

FROM: Regional Chief Economists

SUBJECT: Urban Poverty Lending

Introduction

1. Progress in the design and implementation of an Urban Poverty

Lending (UPL) program seems to be less rapid than is desirable. Several

rules to guide such a program were set out in your memorandum of January

6 to OVP's, and acknowledged therein to be "arbitrary and contentious

In practice, the rules turned out to be morediTTicut to use than had

been expected; and various recent ORSU clarifications designed to bring

these rules into use have reopened the question of their desirability

and feasibility. In this note we would like to suggest a way of pro-

ceeding which is more likely to receive the regions' full support and

which, we hope, will help develop the Bank's UPL prograT.

2. The approach taken to date seems to have raised, rightly or

wrongly, two kinds of problems. Firstly, the stress on programming indi-

EMT-b has diverted attention from the fact that the causes of urban

poverty are complex and differ markedly from country to country (and even

within countries), and therefore the ways of alleviating such poverty are

similarly complex and varied. Secondly, the indicators proposed for

project search and program monitoring were difficult for project officers

or programs department staff to use in practice, could give misleading

signals, and posed conceptual problems.' These two kinds of problems are

tackled below under the headings of "program design and project search"

and "program monitoring".

Program Design and Project Search

3. It follows from the first point above that a strategy for the

relief of urban poverty must be designed in the context of a well-formu-

lated national and regional strategy. In some countries the alleviation

of such poverty would, at least in part, follow from the prowotion of out--

put and employment growth in rural areas.l/ In others, such as the highly

urbanized Latin American countries or some Indian urban regions, solutions

have to be found largely from within the urban economy. The kinds of

solution can range froN enphasis on growth improvement to emphasis on re-

6 distribution; the evidence 2/ suggests that there is little need to be

pessimistic about the efficacy of an emphasis on the former.

4. In any event, it clearly would not be desirable for the Bank to

pick up a few projects in an otherwise unsatisfactory regional or urban

program, so we will have (i) to develop the capacity to influence such

Q/ As is recommended, for example, in the draft Tanzania Basic Economic

Report (S. Acharya et al, June 1977), and for Bangladesh.

2/ As, for example, cited in T. N. Srinivasan "Development Policies and

Levels of Living of the Poor". IBRD May 28, 1977
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programs for the better, at least at the margin, and (ii) select projects

4P by taking into account both general and project-related factors. In
designing a UPL program it will also be necessary (iii) to be clear,

country by country, what the Bank expects to achieve by greater involve-

ment in urban poverty projects, and what assistance we have to offer in
addition to the efforts of the country and other donors.

5. Turning now to the detailed identification of suitable projects--
suitable both for the Bank and for the country concerned -- it is clear
that it is appropriate to advise loan and project officers to use multiple
criteria. Many of these criteria overlap so they cannot usually be added
up. We suggest that one way of keeping track of -all these criteria during
the identification phase is for project officers to use a simple goals/

achievement matrix (as developed by urban planners); weights can be given

to the various goals-To-~~ieip~ju-dcgie w6-eil apar-ticular project meets
these multiple criteria.

6. The main criteria could be listed as follows:-

(A) The project must meet all normal Bank standards. It should,
for example:, --

(i) have reasonable rates of economic, social and
(insofar as is appropriate) financial return;

(ii) have costs which are held to levels, and a
sufficiently large share repaid by beneficiaries,
that the degree of subsidy involved does not
prevent replication and the longer-term growth
of the activity concerned;

(iii) be capable of being implemented by existing or
suitable new institutions;

(iv) be part of satisfactory overall plan; and

(v) linkages with rest of economy must be taken into
account. 1..

(B) The project must also bring new benefits to the poor in the
target group. The poor will benefit as consumers if their:

(i) consumption costs are reduced;

(ii) environment is improved (health, sanitation, water,
open space, etc.); and

(iii) access to present or future benefits is increased
(education, transport to wider labor markets, etc.)

(C) As employees, the poor will also benefit if their:

(i) permanent net new employment opportunities are in-
creased, or
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(ii) wages are increased if already partly employed, or

(iii) temporary employment opportunities are increased
during construction.

7. There is unlikely to be disagreement about the criteria in (A). Re-
garding (B) and (C) we accept that, particularly in very poor countries, it
is not reasonable to expect the urban poor to be able to receive significant
benefits largely by redistribution. Therefore emphasis should be gi'ven to
reducing the costs of supplying goods and services that are consumed by the
target groups and should be placed on identifying projects that are income
and employment creating, for the poor, as in (C) (i) and (ii). For the
latter purpose we suggest using one or both of the following two search
criteria:

(a) percentage of permanent employment benefits accruing to
the urban poor, and/or

(b) capital cost per new job created, compared with a suit-
able threshold.

8. The calculation 1/ of (a) could be approximated by multiplying a
suitable minimum wage for the unskilled, by the number of employees earning
that sum or less, and dividing by project value added. The more nearly that
index approaches 100, the more (ceteris paribus) that project brings first-

K' round benefits to the incomes of the poor. (See accompanying "Work Sheet
for Monitoring Urban Poverty Lending" Part II.B.)

9. The above index (a) would, of course, be higher, the lower the use
of capital in output. This, however, is only an indirect way of getting at
capital spreading. The use of ratio (b) would enable urban poverty program-
ming to take special note of economy in the use of capital per job. Any

project that has a lower ratio than a chosen threshold would in a very
general sense represent an improvement, in that it would mean an effort to
"spread" capital among the labor force, including the unemployed, relative
to the present situation.

10. For each project it is a fairly simple job to estimate the net Per-
,anent employment created and relate it to project investment. It would seem
essential to deduct employment displaced elsewhere 2/, and not to include
benefits in the form of temporary employment arising from the construction
phase of projects, which should,however, be considered separately.

1/ Modified from the proposal in the Ahluwalia, Pyatt and Little memo of
November 4th.

2/ In eZtreme cases (e.g., India textile modernization) it could be that
more employment is displaced than created, but in the long run greater
efficiency would mean' that the industry as a whole would employ more
than would have been the case. This illustrates the need to use
multiple criteria.
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11. A national threshold implies a measure of total capital stock
(in the usual sense of physical reproductible assets) and total labor force.

For the latter ILO data are available for most countries and with occasional
corrections the estimates can be accepted. The use of total labor force

rather than actual employment is justified by the need to include both the
unemployed and the under-employed -- the poorest segments of the labor

force -- among the intended beneficiaries. 1/

12. On the other hand there are very few estimates of otal capital
stock at the national level; ICOR's are more widely used. For the purpose

of this exercise, however, it would seem to be within acceptable limits
-of arbitrariness to estimate the stock of capital through a simple process
of adding up annual gross domestic fixed investment (GDFI) over time. On

the basis of rough calculations it would seem that the sum total of GDFI,

at constant prices, over a period of 15 years to date should lead to a
reasonable approximation of the required number. 2/ The comparison between
the project ratio and a national threshold would have the advantage of

dispensing with both the arbitrary increase (say doubling as suggested in

the TE~~dry'6 memo) of the ihreMihold, and'the need to discount the stream
of capital costs and jobs in each project.

13. The use of a national threshold as an ideal would be desirable
because it draws attention to the possible need (i) to spread more capital

to labor-intensive sectors rather than capital-intensive ones and (ii) to
minimize investmrEnt in capital-intensive urban enclaves. However, if thres-
holds are to be meaningful, then in each country they may, if circumstances

warrant, have to be sFpleme te by additional sector-specific, or urban-
specific, thresholds. For an example of the first, we could note that

water supplies are essential, so within that sector a sector-specific
threshold should be available to help project choice.

14. As far as urban-specific thresholds are concerned, they would
first of all help in the search for a special category of projects -- those
that create employment for the urban poor within the overall urban lend-

ing program. Secondly, in many countries, such as the poorer African ones,
large segments of the labor force in rural areas use very little or no capi-

tal; their main factor of production, other than their own labor, is land

and minor improvements thereon which do not enter the estimates of capital
stock. In these poor, dualistic, economies the rural labor force is
relatively large, so its inclusion in total labor force in the - denominator

will result in too low a threshold to be of operational use. It would be
better to exclude the rural sector from both sides of the threshold ratio

1/ This objective could be approached in two steps, and be neater conceptually;
if project cost per job were compared with the threshold capital per employed
person, and a separate adjustment made to account for the unemployed, if

significant.

2/ An alternative approach, if an adequate GDFI series is unavailable, is to

measure the capital stock using the Cobb-Douglas production function. The
algebraic formulation is available if required. Other data may be avail-
able in some countries.
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even though this will involve some arbitrariness (many infrastructure in-

vestments serve both the urban and non-urban sectors; agro-industries may

provide quasi "urban" employment opportunities, etc.). The exclusion or

inclusion of the rural sector could be left to the judgment of the Regions,

depending on the particular chdracteristics of the country under considera-

tion. In a heavily urbanized economy such a correction may not be necessary.

In some economies the opposite kind of adjustment may be required, i.e., it

will prove desirable to exclude labor and capital used in particular capital-

intensive activities such as enclave minerals production.

15. The last of the search criteria mentioned in paragraph 6 above is

that of employment during construction. Clearly, if a choice exists between

two otherwise similar projects, then the project that offers the greatest

employment benefits to the urban poor during construction should be preferred.

Generally speaking, however, we are talking abgut a shift in the composition

of urban projects within a more or less fixed investment total, towards those

that bring permanent benefits to the poor. There may well be a case-for

introducing~TerndTtive labor-intensive technologies into the construction

industry as a whole.

K 6. The search criteria discussed above contain a lot of doubleQuatt=

Ing. It is as well to stress this, and to mention that thorough project

appraisal with proper use of shadow prices is in the end the best check on

the desirability of the chosen project.

Program onitoring

17. The Bank has a straightforward need to measure the proportion of

its lending that is producing benefits for the target group. An urban poverty

target group has been identified and at present according to very rough esti-

mates about 32% of all those living in urban areas in LDCs are in that group.

The proportion of 1977/79 Bank urban lending that is considered likely to

benefit this target group, is 23%. 1/ The accepted objective for the time

being is by FY1980 to raise the proportion of UPL in total urban lending to

at least 32% Bank-wide -- although variations from region to region are

warranted. 2/

18. Monitoring consists therefore in measuring the dollar amount of

lending that is expected to benefit the target groups, i.e., that can be

classified as "urban poverty lending". For this purpose one requires a pro-

cedure that can be consistently applied to all countries and projects and

that responds to the needs and objectives of Bank Management, but that is

not unrealistic in the information required nor unduly demanding in the staff

time involved. Since the issues involved are complex and multi-dimensional,

any monitoring system will inevitably involve simplifications and compromises.

In the light of the extensive consideration which has already been given to

7 this subject and the above discussion of search criteria, we have 
outlined

Ll a monitoring procedure which we believe would respond 
to these requirements.

1/ As cited in the January 6th memorandum.

2/ It is nolt clear to what extent rural projects that benefit the urban poor

should b( included.
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An illustrative "Work Sheet for Monitoring Urban Poverty Lending" is attached*
which both explains and can be used to test our proposal.

19. We suggest a dual approach based on either "capital spreading" or
direct consumption and income benefits for the target group. Thus any loan
for an urban project would be classified as "urban poverty lending" if it
met the test of "Employment Generation through Capital Spreading" based on
comparing the project specific K/L ratio with the country specific threshold
(calculated in accordance with the method discussed above). The data require-
ments are summarized in Part I of the attached "Work Sheet". If the project
did not qualify on this basis, some part or even all of the loan amount would
be considered as "urban poverty lending" based upon an analysis of the expected
direct consumption benefits and the expected direct income genat ion benefits
for the target group. While consumption and income generation benefits are
really different dimensions, so adding one to the other involves some double
counting, we believe this can be accepted as an initial "rule of thumb." The
general approach to measuring benefits would be that discussed above; how
these principles would be applied in practice is illustrated in Part II of
the attached "Work Sheet". Even though the "urban poverty lending" computa-
tion would be based on either Part I or Part II, we recommend that both sec-
tions be completed on all projects in order to give us a better understand-
ing of how the monitoring system-is working and provide a basis for subsequent
improvement in the monitoring procedures.

Final Comments

20. Our last point is that we are concerned that the Bank is attempting
to base its urban poverty lending program on insufficient knowledge and
research. The three kinds of further work we consider desirable are:

(1) Identification of types of project that meet the
above criteria, especially directly productive pro-
jects. This research could build on the small enter-
prise work already done by CPS plus other work, as in
education, transport, site and services housing, and
labor-intensive technologies;

(2) We need to know much more about what kinds of national,
regional and urban strategies will best help the urban
poor, and how to assess such strategies and plans from
the UPL angle. This would seem to be a priority sub-
ject for DPS research and we hope that they will be
able to make a contribution within the coming year.

(3) Related to (2), we could learn a lot from further city
studies especially, of, say, pairs of cities in which
one has had more success than the other in alleviating
urban poverty.

21. We suggest that this memorandum be the subject of general staff-level
review. I.f the broad approach is accepted, then the usefulness of the specific
decision rules for monitoring should be tested by application to a small number
of previously approved projects in different countries before being generally
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applied. The approach could then be used experimentally for one year in

the first instance and thereafter reviewed. We recognize your need to move

ahead fast, but consider that the benefits of reaching agreement on the

approach will be evident very swiftly.

22. To summarize, we are suggesting (a) that a range of general and

country-specific considerations should enter into project choice, but stress

should be given to employment of the urban poor; (b) that a simple indicator

of capital cost per job created, compared with a suitable threshold, be used

as one guide to project choice; (c) that monitoring be done on the basis of

both capital spreading and expected direct benefits accruing to the urban

poor from Bank loans; (d) that an active research program is necessary to

improve future UPL design and (e) that the sugggstions in this memo should

be discussed and tested before directives are issued.

cc: Messrs. Baum, Benjenk., Chaufournier, Chenery, Husain, Krieger, Stern,

Wappenhans

Messrs. Avramovic, Karaosmanoglu, Yudelman, van der Tak, Fuchs

Messrs. Bronfman (EAP), Pouliquen (WAP), Howell (AEP), Rajagopalan (ASP),

Pollan (EMP), Glaessner (LCP), Stoutjesdijk (ECD), B.B.King (VPD),

Balassa (DRC)

Messrs. Zymelmann and Ballantine (EDP), Kalbermatten (EWT), Hyde (DFC)

F.Mitchell (TMP), Carnemark (TRP), Messenger (PNP), Little and

Keare (ECP), Ahluwalia (DRC)

Messrs. Dunkerley, Churchill, McCulloch, D-.Singh, Stone, Strombom, Kehnert,

Lethbridge, Beier (URB)

Attachment



ILLUSTRATIVE FORMAT

WORK SHEET FOR MONITORING URBAN POVERTY LENDING
(To be completed at time of project appraisal for all urban projects)

Project: Country:_

I. Employment Goheration Through Capital Spreading
(If investment per job is equal to or below country

K/L threshold, entire loan amount will qualify as

urban poverty lending. If above threshold, the

proportion of the loan amount that can be considered

urban poverty lending will be based on Part II below.)

Project Data:
Country K/L Threshold: Fixed Permanelt Investment

Base Prices Project Prices Investment Jobs 1er Job

II. Benefits for Tarfgt Grouo
(Please show data for all projects, even though

results will not affect urban poverty lending

total for projects qualifying under Part I above.)

A. Expected Direct Consumption Benefits. (3) (4)=(2)x(3)

(1) (2) Share of Expenditures

Type of Project Cost Benefits to on Behalf of

Benefit for Element Target Group Target Group

1 (A)(*
Total Allocated % 

(*) Calculated from total expenditure
Unallocated Costs on behalf of target group as a pcr-
Total Project Cost centage of allocated project costs.

B. ExectedDirect Income eneration Benefits

(Annual levels in typical year once project is fully, operative)

Total Unskilled Unskilled -Fmployment Unskilled Wage Bill

Value Added Wage Rate (Number) (ae ill) as % of Value Added

(B) %

III. Urban Poverty LendingComputation UPL (In million $)
-(lf qualified under I, enter total loan amount.
If not qualified under I, add (A) and (B) and
enter this percentage of loan amount (but not
to exceed 100%).

1/ "Permanent Jobs" should be calculated net of any jobs which arc eliminated
by the project, but should be adjusted to include 1/15 of the man-years

employed in project construction.

/ -
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FMOM. BJ'chael Hlee Fi1Js

SU[J3 EC: .tEiQaes of "flelat-iv; Poor" and "olute POor"

1 Currently two definitions of poverty are used by the Rural and

Urban Task Forcos to arrive at the target population of. the "poor".

The "relative poor" arf those whuo c? iucorns are 2ess than orie-thi rl cf

the national average per capita incoi.e. the "absolute poor are ths;e with
1) ~ ~ ~ ~ t chaan !iinimu-, food nA "--,-od1C:,iO

incomes elow t hose a -or)t C too the

meIts. The target population is the more inclusive (or greater) of the

two groups in any country.

2. Country economists have on this'asi- identified poverty groups

in the urban and rural sectors for nearly all countries that borrou trod

the World Bank. Income criteria were based on "personal income s A.

in many cases on the baois of necessarily cfrVe data, by country economists.

In particular, the definition of tI.e absolute poverty incone leel-

involves esti io. f the coEt of a ainimum needs food basket, wich a

30% addition to cover non-food necessities. This poses real

especially for 2argo countries vhere regional d6:fferencs arec importonnt

Pnd as beti-een rural and urban areas. The target populations suggested

for Bank-wide use are suinarized in Attachment I.

3. w4ii.P . 'PC 'f iC c r 1mat cs arc relvcant for co ant ry-s p

progrms, they do rot permit an assessment of "zbsolut6 poverty" from a vurld-

wide point of vie-:.

4. Nick Carter has therefore attempted to estimate the nurber of

prople in absolitte poverty from a global viewpoint in 46 countries by a

methodology based on Kravis purchacing P -parity and a "Kuats"

incove .strib;rion hypthesis. T.-ese estimates clearly have tc be

refined-it does not scem likel, thst there are more .abolute p3or

than those identified country by country, by country and project economic.

I would suggest that where in doubt the figures fn Attachment i 
are

taken as- the uppor limit. Estimates of thr poor inae

used to esinate the Pror of the same universe of developing counttrc!3

(coprisi-, 8elY 0% of population of this universa of UDs) for

which Rtual and Urban Task Force's data are avnilahIl. The rsul.t ia are

sumrarized in -i-achment I. These figures are, however, useful, to ladicatO

the locus of the poor for aid purposes.

5. Assuming we are reasonably sarisfied that this is the best we can

do at pesent and that those are the neubars w' 5 hod us f "Propects

.nd the World Development Program, can weii.a.e any decisions ap-o'.t ho;T

these figures nirght be improved in time and how the "relative" poor d;At

can be kept updat.d?

lfee /kg-
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ToLal i our
Lowcr U 77cr as a Per-

Totalm e centr~c a

- Population Income Income Income Income Total Population

81486 -8 7

IhtAsia 265 77 28 9 - 114 43

Africa 285 113 32 3- 148 524

Middle East 239 9 16 13 29 67 28

Latin A,erica 504 4 7 110 14 135 44

Total 1907 589 83 154 850 45

Source: Economic Analysis anz Projections De-cartr-nt estirates based on

Rural .nd Urbax Toc's coantrv estzt-z.

RELATIVE RURAL AND UFAN POVERTY BY REGION, 1975

Total Poor
as a Per-

Total Rural Urban centae of

Popalation Poor Poor Population
(millions

South Asia 814 30- 80 47

East Asia 265 95 19 43

Africa 285 133 15 52

Middle East 239 49 18 28

Latin America 304 90 45 .14.

Total 1907 673 177 45

Sour'e: Economic Analysis and Projcctions Departmant

estim3nC-S ba'sd on Rural 3,d Urban Task Forec's

country asti:tcs.



E/YTrTFS0 wOFWPIT POVrE<TY 1975 1Y 1 ;INS MID

IICOIEG CGU T4Y cmu )jiv

-opulation CKi.) with lLzs than 9LUO (r3Avl) per capiLa IJinC

Lower Upper % Of
Total Lower Middle Middle Higher Total Total

Popul ation Tncomc Incorm Inc ore .incomre Poor Ponuj :vion~

South Asia 814 420 - - - 1.420 52

Eazt Lsia 265 85 370 2 11.5 145

Africa 285 .103 39 - - 142 50

EMEIA 239 - 15 11 12 38 16

TAC 304 -. 4 32 - 36 12

Total 1907 606 88 .45 12 751 39

L1 Co raricing nrximatcly 801 population of LDC! s. In Zambia, Korea,

Argentina, VE-nezucla, Tunisia, end Yugcslavia, avcrage income of the bottom

decile is greater than $200 (KAvIS) per capita.

2 Based on a uniform analysis of distribution and development by Chenery and

Carter (1977).

Sourvce: EPDCA.
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Our ,jkr ndinr; of the major conclusions which emerged. from

todr y a;~ reti~ng i as follows

() At prsrent, the poverty groups concept iS being used in

two vary diffcr-nt cocntexts. It is being used in a country sprcific
cOntC: for purb- g of ide-tifying a -tgt r txvards which Wnk
lending should be directed and it is being used in an inter-country or

global co-.text to refer to the size of the world's population in absolute-

grv its globAl distribution.

(2) There is a cleer operational need to define a target group

for thzi vuirpose of itra-country roject eecixnand C esion. i-e CS
and -- ions have ined such a group or each couuy.; as those people in

the population with incomes below a country specific cut-off levyl. This
level is at present determined as the larger of the populations implied

by an abhcclute poverty cut-off or relative inequality considerations.

This cut-off level is Strictly countrv-specific and the

target groups so d&finra are not comnarable ecross countries ir terms of

their lavel of livinoI'There' is, thexefore, no justification for adding
across countries and presenting the resulting estimates as estimates of
the world's poor. As Mahbub ul Haq points out in his June 6 Tnerao, the
procedure leads to 2 1, percent of Burma's rural population being in the
target group, contrasting with 60 percent of Argentina's.

(3) Since a country specific dfinition of target groups is
useful in directing lending for a particular country in a preferred di-
rection we should term the cut-off income for each country as Target

Group Income (TGI) rather than a poverty liue. 2/

(4) The concept of tha world's population in absolute poverty

requires comparability of definitions across countries which would permit

aggregating the number of poor across countries and talking meaniogfully
of the regional distribution of poverty. It was gencrolly agreed that foc

this purpose, the most appropriate measure is one based on absolute- poverty,

1/ An jmportant issue, not addressed here, is whether or not it is desircble

(anc, if so, possible) to have comparability across countries f:r cpfr-

atiorn- target group definitions.

2! Te TGY ould vell be defined separately and differently for urban ad

rurri ,r-es.



with a purch n powc itY con; - W n cruntri s. It was recoJn:

thlat the nres;'nt Cata :M;e far e, the Krav2s etUTJ is.V

been applied to relatively few couitries. Uowver, it seems bctter to r-asre

e r * ccrret hc r cru1hly, t: to rllnw the concept itself to be

distorted and rendereL -mcaningless. Iurther, I- 1:v, ovC tihc: el : imLS 0er

time, it is necessary to iterate between analysis of aggregate multi-country

data and the jjufcents of -reicnal 0 cino.STs concerning their own ceuntry.

(5) It was crnrally agrcu t'ht st -ecntS eboUt poverty in an

inter-covitr- co- ext. su:-I " as the i', -. cts Pae-r, vhould refer to thc

abszlute povcrty described in (4) abc v.

(6) This leads to the situation where the Bank's 
general policy

statements about "poverty" and the nnmbers of individuals affected by it

are no longer comparable with its definition of tLarget groups" and th; -

of people to be rzachef. HEowever, this tension is due to the polic e3cision

to lend to relat-eby 'igh n n e comnt-ies and not to inadequacies i-n the

definitions and data. Nor eoes this waken the 1ustification for having

target group concepts; given that %.I must lend to couatrJ -s;:icn are ilot

severely (or even mcdrately) affected by an aeolute povcrty problem, it is

perfectly legitimate to direct our lending within these countries to a target

group which -s reptovoly or. It only mean: that only some of our target

groups are also absolutely poor. This is surely better than the present

situaticn in icse of" the "poo" arc not "really poor, but only

relatively poor" and indeed may be richer than those in other countries

who are not even called poor.

Distribution

Ms. Atwood
Mr. Ted David

Mr. Cheetbam
Mr. Haq
Mr. Hee
Ms. Hughes.
Mr. N. Lethbridge

Mr. Meo
Mr. Turnham

cc: M/s. Chenery
Karaosaflnoglu



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Alastair Stone, URB DATE: June 17, 1977

FROM: Chief Economists

SUBJECT: Urban Poverty Lending

We attach three copies of a draft memorandum on this subject
which we hope to issue on Tuesday. We have tried to make a constructive
contribution to the already overextended debate on this subject, so as
to help all of us to get on with the real substance of urban poverty
allievation. Please let Luis de Azcarate or Bevan Waide know if you
or your colleagues think we should have second thoughts before distri-
buting the memorandum.

When issuing it in final we plan to attach some calculations
for specimen countries showing what the thresholds look like.

EBWaide/cml



LD.aide/LdeAzcaraLe/cmL
6/16/77

TO: Mr. E. V. K. Jaycox, URB

FROM: Chief Economists

SUBJECT: Urban Poverty Lending

1. Progress in the design and implementation of the Bank's Urban

Poverty Lending program seems to be less rapid than is desirable. This

may in part be because the various rules set out in your memorandum of

January 6 to OVP's, and acknowledged therein to be "arbitrary and con-

tentious," are proving in practice to be more difficult to use than we

had expected; various recent ORSU clarifications designed to bring these

rules into use have reopened the question of their desirability and

feasibility. In this note we would like to suggest a way of proceeding

which is more likely to receive the regions' full support and which, we

hope, will help develop the Bank's Urban Poverty Lending (UPL) program.

2. The objective of the exercise is to enable the Bank to help

relieve urban poverty without adversely affecting our rural poverty

program, and hence UPL is measured as a proportion of all urban lending.

While this is acceptable as an initial simplification, we would note that

in designing a country lending strategy it is necessary to consider the

pro, loa of total lending that should be urban. Ultimately, therefore,

we would wish to decide on the warranted level of UPL in any one country

using a variety of criteria--including a judgement on the need for Bank

intervention--as well as overall Bank UPL targets.

3. At present according to very rough estimatesi about 32% of all

those living in urban areas in LDCs are in the urban poverty target group;

the proportion of 1977/79 Bank lending in urban areas, that seems likely

to benefit this target group, is 23%. The objective for the time being

is to raise the proportion of UPL by FY1980 to at least 32% Bank-wide--

although variations from region to region are warranted.

1/ cited in the January 6th memorandum.
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4. In order to measure, for internal Bank monitoring purposes,

whether such a target is being achieved it is necessary to identify the

beneficiaries of our urban projects and the benefits they receive. We

note here (see memorandum from Lethbridge to Waide dated May 24, 1977)

that non-urban projects which benefit the urban poor can be included.

The identification of benefits and beneficiaries in each country is, like

the measurement of urban poverty itself, a very inexact task, but the

general principle is, for each project, to identify the proportion of the

value of benefits that accrue to the urban poor and apply that proportion

to the $ amount of the loan.I' The resulting total for all urban projects

is the UPL program.

5. Benefits can accrue to the poor in many different ways and over

different periods. On the consumption side the poor will benefit if

their:-

1. consumption costs are reduced;

2. environment is improved (health, sanitation, water,

open space, etc.); and

3. access to present or future benefits is increased

(education, transport to wider labor markets, etc.)

The poor will also benefit on the income side if their:-

4. permanent employment opportunities are increased, or

5. wages are increased if already employed.

6. We note that the last two of these are different from the others

in that they are a part of the cost of other project benefits as well as

being a desirable result of the project. The question of what kind of

benefits are most desirable in an urban poverty project is considered

1/ If the $ portion of the loan devoted to producing these benefits for

the urban poor is measureable, then that figure could be used, for

greater accuracy.
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below; for monitoring purposes, however, we suggest (as also proposed

by Messrs. Ahluwalia, Pyatt and Little in their November 4, 1976 pro-

posals) sticking to the formulation in Para. 4 above. Although arbitrary,

it can be applied consistently over time and has the merit of focussing

project officers' attention on the target group and on identifying benefits.

7. The projects selected for the urban poverty lending program must

of course be such as to meet all the normal Bank standards. That is, they

must produce reasonable levels of economic and social return, and produce

an adequate savings stream to enable long-run growth to be maintained:

the dynamic effects must be considered so that the poor receive benefits

that can be sustained over time. Likewise linkages with other parts of the

urban economy must be traced, at least in larger urban areas, and such

projects must be seen in the context of a sensible urban and regional

plan. Clearly it would not make much sense for the Bank to pick up a

few projects in an otherwise unsatisfactory urban program, so we would

have to develop the capacity to influence urban programs for the better,

at least at the margin. It will also be necessary to be clear, country

by country, what the Bank expects to achieve by greater involvement in

urban poverty projects, and what skills we have to offer. In short, project

selection must take into account a variety of criteria whose importance

will differ in different urban areas.

8. However, we accept that, particularly in very poor countries,

it is not reasonable to expect the urban poor to receive consumption benefits

indefinitely by redistribution. Therefore particular stress should be

placed on identifying projects that are output and income creating--which

for all practical purposes means employment creating. For this purpose

we consider that the search criteria mentioned in the Ahluwalia, Pyatt,

and Little proposals are the most suitable of the many proposed to date.

We suggest that these be worked up over the coming year to the point of
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where they are of operational use. We recognize however that, because these

refinements have yet to be made and because it is necessary urgently to

issue workable interim guidelines to assist project identification, and to

act as a supplementary monitoring tool, some shortcut methods for the time

being should be available.

9. For this use we suggest--along with all the criteria implied

by the objectives in para. 7 above--the simple criterion of capital cost

per job created by the project, compared with a suitable national threshold.

The formulation of this is described in the following paragraphs. It would

enable urban poverty programming to take special note of employment creation

and economy in the use of capital per job, where these are seen by the

Region to be important supplementary search criteria. Any project that has

a lower ratio than the national threshold would in a very general sense

represent an improvement in that it would mean an effort to

"spread" capital among the labor force, including the unemployed, relative

to the present situation.

10. For each project it is a fairly simple job to estimate the

permanent employment created and relate it to project investment. It

would seem appropriate to deduct employment displaced elsewhere, but not

to include benefits in the form of temporary employment arising from the

construction phase of projects. If total urban lending is fixed, and all

we are considering is a shift from one kind of project to another then

the benefits during the construction phase would differ only slightly

as between projects. There may well be ways of organizing construction

so as better to benefit the poor, but this subject is best taken up through

studies of alternative technologies in the construction industry.

11. The national threshold then implies a measurement of total capital

(in the usual sense of physical reproductible assets) and total labor force.

For the latter ILO data is available for most countries and with occasional
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corrections the estimates can be accepted. The use of total labor force

rather than actual employment is justified by the need to include the

unemployed and underemployed--the poorest segments of the labor force--

among the intended beneficiaries.lI

12. On the other hand there are very few estimates of total capital

at national level, and ICOR's are more widely used. For the purpose of

this exercise, however, it would seem to be within the acceptable limits

of arbitrariness to estimate the stock of capital through a simple process

of addition of annual gross domestic fixed investment (GDFI) over time.

On the basis of rough calculations it would seem that the sum total of GDFI,

at constant prices, over a period of 15 years to date should lead to a

2/
reasonable approximation of the required number.- This comparison between

the project ratio and national threshold would have the advantage of dis-

pensing with both the arbitrary increase (say doubling as suggested in the

January 6 memo) of the threshold, and the need to discount the stream of

capital costs and jobs in each project.

1/ This objective could be approached in two steps, and be neater conceptually,
if project cost per job were compared with the threshold capital per
employed person, and a separate adjustment made to account for the
unemployed, if significant.

2/ This can be checked by applying an alternative approach to the measure-
ment of the capital stock using the Cobb-Douglas production function with
constant returns to scale. The algebraic formulation is available if
required. This approach could also be used if an adequate GDFI series

is unavailable.



13. While a national threshold would give a better measure of

the capital "spreading" effect, it may be desirable for two reasons to

limit the threshold to its urban dimension. The first is that the purpose

of the "threshold" is to help in the search for a special category of

projects--those that create employment for the urban poor--within the

overall urban lending program. The second reason is that in many countries,

especially the poorer ones, large segments of the labor force in the rural

sector use very little or no capital; their main factor of production,

other than their own labor, is land which does not enter the estimates

of capital stock. In the poor, dualistic, economies countries where

the rural labor force is relatively large, inclusion of total labor force

in the denominator of the threshold will result in unduly low and rather

meaningless figures. It would be better to exclude the rural sector from

both sides of the threshold ratio even though this will involve some

arbitrariness (many infrastructure investments serve both the urban and

non-urban sectors; agro-industries may provide quasi "urban" employment

opportunities etc.). The exclusion or inclusion of the rural sector could

be left to the judgement of the Regions, depending on the particular

characteristics of the country under consideration. Similarly (and the

issue has already been widely debated) it may be judged necessary to

supplement the national threshold by examining sector-specific ratios so

that, for an essential product.in a given sector, capital-spreading options

are properly considered.

14. Our last point is that we are concerned that the Bank is attempting

to base its urban poverty lending program on insufficient knowledge and

research. The three kinds of further work we consider desirable are:-

1. identification of types of project that meet the above

criteria, especially directly productive projects. This

research could build on the small enterprise work already
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done by CPS plus other work, as in education and housing,

on labor intensive technologies;

2. We need to know much more about what kinds of urban plan

will best help the poor, and how to assess such a plan from

the UPL angle. This would seem to be a priority subject

for DPS research and we hope that they will be able to

make a contribution within the coming year.

3. Related to (2), we could learn a lot from further city

studies especially of, say, pairs of cities in which

one has had more success then the other in alleviating

urban poverty.

15. We would suggest that this memorandum be the subject of general

staff-level review, as was done for the May 11 memorandum. If the approach

is accepted, then the validity of the cost per job decision-rule needs

to be tested by application to a small number of countries--say one per

in which we already have good knowledge of capital costs per job

Regiog/-before being generally applied. The approach could then be used

experimentally for one year in the first instance and thereafter reviewed.

16. To summarize, we are suggesting (a) that Bank programming be

done on the basis of estimates of the benefits accruing to the urban poor

from Bank loans; (b) that a range of general and country-specific considerations

should enter into project choice, but stress should be given to employment

of the urban poor; (c) that a simple indicator of capital cost per job created,

compared with a national threshold, be used as one guide to project choice

and as a supplementary indicator of program performance; (d) that an active

research program is necessary to improve future UPL design and (e) the

suggestionsin this memo should be tested before directives are issued.

cc



WORLD BANK / INIERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Harold Dunkerley DATE:

FROM: John A. Hols

SUBJECT: Estimating "% of Urban Relatively Poor"

Mr. Beier has asked me to request country economists to update(in the course of their further mission work) your January 19, 1977,"Urban Poverty Estimates" for LAC. While doing so I wanted to besure I understood just how you were going about making these estimates.All went well until I got to the last (right hand) column on "% ofUrban Relatively Poor". I was unable to either reproduce or makesense of the numbers you show under this heading.

2. It seems to me that the "% of Urban Relatively Poor" is simply astatement about income distribution for the urban population. All theinformation you need is in the appropriate column of Shail Jain's
"Compilation of Data"; to add anything more is simply to introducenoise into the estimation procedure. Thus, in the case of LAC, Iwouldexect to see tnumbers for Bolivia and Peru as forcuador and the same number for El Salvador and Guatemala as for 11on-wr ~ duras (since in each case the income distribution data for the thirdnamed country was used for all three countries). But this clearly isnot the case.

3. This led me to make my own calculation for Argentina. T got9.2% compared to your 20.5% -- a big difference! We came fairly closeon Brazil, but then substantial differences appeared as I tried othercountries.

4. My method is illustrated on the attached graph. It is simplyinterpolation (on the assumption that decile averages apply to thecorresponding midpoints). The formula and illustrative numbers forEcuador are:

"%of Urban Midpoint Pop. -. 33 - IODWAI' .33Relatively as % of Total + 10%Poor" for DWAI'Z .33 IODWAl .33 - IODWA - .33

28% = 25% + .33 - .30
.40 - .30)

where DWAI ="decile with average income" and IODWAI = "income of de-cile with average income". Income is measured in units such that theaverage income of each decile is equal to 1.0 (but if I hadn't alreadv

4--



put the scale on the graph I would let total income be 100 rather than
10 and avoid moving the decimal point from what Shail Jain shows).

5. What approach did ou take in making your estimates? Which
approach makes better sxse?

JAHolsen/ml

Attachments: Graph' and Table

cc: Mr. Montek Ahluwalia
Mr. George Beier o/r
LAC Senior Economists
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UPDATED D 95IITT 0.CrXIR.F, 1976L.
(.Esnates for 19'5) (I 

-

(hr. Currt ut MArke C /a Personal incont Urban Poverty /b Per Capita,.ational Urhan P .- onal - Vre a

Distribution Used i j. r-r capica Tl/7p : 1ncce t.evel F r smrn ne P.C, ?n'r ".r I In -

IA Utban househoIds 1963 1%4 .68 1402 653 1.037 .- "0.5

Urtan. econo-.c active population 1970 1008 .81, 867 405 1.375 1192 5

Iuhr. hse.Lds. Truador, 1968 Il5 .71 225 105 1.755 39-

Urban househoid%. 1'.8 761 .59 ',7 209 1.219 $45 :3.

trban Inco-ne recipient 1970 534 .,4 446 154 1.750 853 22.5

CA Non-agricultural Isouseholds 1961 906 .73 664 310 1.476 1?0 19.5

A imP ,1.1C Santa Doingo ho.seholds 1969 719 .62 446 208 1.500 668

- nbneols;r9555 .62 346 161 1.500 , 3 le 17-

t'R -*1a tocseh*id, ;.durav 1965 , 454 .83 * 377 176 1.500 355 7.

!.A s, Hoobgh lnduraa. 1948 655 .95 622 290 1.700 15' 4

Santo Demingo (D.A.1 households 1969 557 .74 1.14 193 1.365 565 2.3

-' Partial distribution of urban wag* earnere 1970 178 .86 153 71 1.426 21S 49.5

= -an household 1!68 350 .95 332 155 1.750 5i2 . 5.1

'.Constructed by country economist '1283 .71 914 377 1.956 178 16.

Urban households 1963 1168 .87 1035 484 1.264 13C& 29.2

TA UrI'an houselIolds Xexico 1963 719 .71 512 239 .. 5:.. 769 24.0

Metro area income recipoent 1968 1063 .77 816 381 1.4110 1143 16.5

Urban, economic active population. Wragil, 1970 570 .90 513 - 239 1.600 '81 20.11

Ur &n hie ldi Fin&or 1968 813 .A2 666 311 1.400 932 '- 24.

?4ttonal hou,.hnlds l67 -1327 .89 1181 551 1.050 807 25.9

rIA Urban h,,usehold 1"2 2707 .70 1545 721 1.150 1777 24.9

ncorp&r4:ir; correctiens by country economists on the sane worksheet circulated in November, 1976.
Prived fier -ot receit rural poverty exercise. as corrected by country ecooomists.
/3 persoias ircome per capita X 1..3. Too multiplier 1.40 is used as urban/national price index except Ln Coaso where absolute poverty eatiumatea produced different multipliers 1 m 4r/' .a..&:

a:4ely arti'clr ratis used in w-st recene rural poverty estimates.
ace =Dst distributions are for urban households. this column applies as4umption that household income dist.1%'.ionks are the same an personal distributions. In addition to I.* nbvious veakneas in tQ.hn.".Nold

istributien data.
aiti absei-to povertY esti.ate indicated about .58 In absolute poverty w/poverty level, updated to 1975 at $8.5.

amalca Ostisaces derived from data prepared by country eoncaats for absolute poverty estimate.

S1,1977

C VN



Comparison of Country-Specific Capital/Man-Year Threshold

and other Suggested Thresholds

Part I: Country-Specific Threshold and GNP per Capita

1. It has been suggested in previous discussions that our country-

specific thresholds are close or equal to gross national product per head

of the population. This is conceptually possible only if the following

conditions are met:

(a) the labor force participation rate is twice as high as the

percentage of GDI in GDP;

(b) gross domestic product is equal to gross national product.

2. It is therefore not surprising that a comparison of GNP per

capita and our thresholds as calculated by EPD shows very large dif-

ferences between the two figures. It should be noted that for sake of

rapidity this comparison has been made with the uncorrected thresholds

before comments by country economists have been incorporated. Also, the

GNP per caput figures used are still subject to revision. I have

tabulated the results of the comparison in Table 1. For the 85 countries

for which both figures were available for 1976, our threshold is lower

than per capita GNP in 28 cases and higher in 57 cases.

3. Table 2 shows the extent of the divergence between the two sets

of figures. column 1 shows the number of countries by Bank region where

the figures are within 15% of each other which may well be explained by

the margins of error in these calculations. Columns 3 and 5 show the

extreme differences where the capital per man-year threshold is more

than 50% below the GNP per capita figure or where it is more than 100
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above.

4. To illustrate how the three factors above account for the dif-

ferences between GNP per capita and our capital per man-year thresholds,

I have prepared Table 3 for two countries, Botswana and Algeria, both of

which show sizeable diversions between the two figures. Both countries

have very high rates of investment in relation to GDP but the participa-

tion rate in Botswana is more than double that of Algeria. The table illus-

trates to what extent our threshold is sensitive to the participation

rate and the rate of investment in GDP. Both these elements are in the

center of our preoccupation and the GNP per capita figure is totally

insensitive to them. However, GNP per capita is sensitive to factor

income received from abroad but our figure is not. The contribution of

each of the three factors to the difference between our threshold and

GNP per capita can be verified by multiplying the factors given in lines

6, 9 and 13 which gives as a result the factors given in line 3.

5. Looking at the list of countries where our capital/man-year

thresholds vastly exceed the GNP per capita figure, i.e., where it is

more than 100% higher, leads me to restate a point I made earlier. In

fact, this list, with only two exceptions, contains countries with a

very high proportion of GDP generated in the mining sector. Investment

in mining, which very often is foreign investment, cannot really be

considered fungible, i.e. available for investment in other sectors.

Our method, therefore, may be much too generous where investment in

the mining sector is a large part of GDI and we should consider adjusting

our threshold for this effect if we can find the data.



Table 1

Comparison between K/L Threshold and GNP Per Capita

Total countries K/L Threshold is:

compared Lower In Higher In

East Africa 16 7 9

West Africa 19 10 9

East Asia and 9 9
Pacific

South Asia 5 h 1

LAC 21 4 17

EMENA 15 3 12

Total 85 28 57



Table 2

Size of Difference between K/L Threshold and GNP Per Capita

K/L within K/L K/L K/L K/L

15% >15% toZ/0% >50% >15% to 100% >100%
Region up or down below below above above

EA 1 2 5 5 3

WA 9 5 2 1 2

EAP 1 - - 6 2

SA 1 2 1 1 -

LAC 5 2 1 13 -

EMENA 3 - 1 9 2

otal 20 11 10 35 9



Table 3

Comparison of K/L Threshold and GNP per Capita

uss$

Botswana Algeria
(197) (1975)

Actuals

1. GNP per capita 386 832

2. K/L threshold 873 4184

3. Line 2 over line 1 226% 503%

At 90% LF Participation rate

h. GNP per capita 386 832

5. K/L threshold 1043 2332

6. Line 5 over line h 270% 280%

GDI at 20% of GDP

7. GNP per capita 386 832

8. K/L threshold 360 1489

9. Line 8 over line 7 93% 179%

GDP equal to GNP

10. GNP per capita 430 830

11. K/L threshold 873 4184

12. Line 11 over line 10 203% 504%

P.M.

13. Line 7 over line 10 90% 100.2%
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ORLDC MEMORANUM
Regional Chief EcojonmIs ts JueJ 2, 1977

FROM: John'A. Hoisu

SURJECT Stl./abor Ratios and Urban Poverty Qndiny

1. No one seem satisfied with the present "guidcliues" (see Mr.Jaycox' s memo of May 11) on the above subject. Discussion has gueo onfor over six months; yesterday afternoons' long recting did&'t producea conseasus. After this meetipg Vinod Dubey suggested to r that wesee if the six of us can agree on an acceptable proceure -- on theassumption that such an initiative on our part would be welcomed by allconcerned. We thought we should try to do it at our lunch next Monday.This note is a suggested solution that tries to respond to the problemsraised yesterday.

2. I believe the main problems are the following:

(a) The present procedure may appear simple, but in practiceit becomes complicated. A separate analysis has to be donefor every project of the average "life" of the jobs created
(when the capital involved includes items with varying life-
times); the project analyst must discount future eaployment
and capital expenditures (including mintcnancc), etc.

(b) It is not "intellectually respectable" particularly he-cause of the mixture of stocks (the total labor force) andflows (GDI) and the arbitrary doubling of the CDI per workerfigure. (Other aspects that bother me are net v.s. gross in-vestment, the need for social and economic infrastructure in-
vestment, deepending of capital for the existing labor force,
indirect effects and the application of national averages to
individual projects in urban areas).

(c) The "thresiold" figures which result from the present
procedure seem low (and perhaps not realistic) for the poorer
countries.

(d) The approach looks at only one dimension -- employment
creation -- of projects; a broaden measure of benefits to theurban poor would seem to be desirable.
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3. I wish to suggast a simple alternativ that gets at problems (a),

(b) and (c). Problem (d.Q, as Tony Churchill pointed out is not seen

as a problem by Hr. McNaara. He .;nts to cd ntify pr jt that diirt cf-

lv generate substantial Luployment for the investmant 1e. Morcoeyr,

tie employment generatipo test is not the only basis for classifyin; pro--

jects as meeting urban poverty criteria; projects which fail to pass this

tert also can be reviewad on the broader ground of benefits to the urban

target groups and be "accepted" if they pass this second test.

4. The alternative enployment Crection test I suggest is sirMly to use

as the threshold the ratio NDFI/Increase in Labor Force wiher'e MlIFIT is net

domestic fixed investment. I would suggest using expected averages fOr

a several year period -- perhaps initially 1928-82 -- so decisions would

be based upon capital availabilities over the period when pr ojects would

be implemented. The ILO tables provide labor fSce data; the country

economists could make the NDFI projection (in prices of some base year).

5. A single threshold number would be calculated for each country, The

project analyst would only have to divide the initial fixed capital invest-

ment in the project by the number of permanent jobs involved (and convert

this to the same price base as the threshold value) to see if it passed the

test for classification as an "urban poverty project" on the basis of direct

employment generation. There would be no worries about calculating the dis-

counted job years and capital costs for each project. There need be no

arbitrary doubling of the threshold (if my attached example is indicative

of the results). There would be no need to consider working capital or

maintenance expenditures, residual values of assets, etc, since we would

be working with net fixed investment.

6. This approach would at least remove the present confusion between

stocks and flows and between net and gross investment. I suggest, for the

sake of simplicity, that other factors that would improve "intellectual respect-

ability" be ignored for the present. (There is some reason to think that

they at least partially offset each other.)

7. The calculation of NDFI would mean work for the country economists,

but I think this should not be too difficult. Although data on inventory

investment is usually available (or is small enough to be ignored), mean-

ingful data on depreciation are hard to find. EPD/DPS is prepared to help

on this. We know, however, that poorer countries use relatively less

capital per unit of output than richer countries. Thus depreciation as a

percent of both GDP and GDI (or GDFI) should be less in these countries

than in the middle income developing countries. If so, use of NOFI would

remove a bias toward very low threshold values in poor countries that comes

from the present method. (We might establish a general relationship for

NDF1 coefficients as a function of total investment coefficients and per

capita GNP levels to come up with reasonable estimates for those cases

when data are not available or are of poor quality).



involved in construction in order to arrive at total job-years directlygenerated by the project.

Ten jobs for the next five years are judgnd better th3n five j CbS for the
next ten years, in keeping wit usual ideas about ti. -preference as well
as the urgency of the- employment problem, so discounting is required.
Future capital costs a're also discounted. (I ignore the hairy questionof the rate or rates to be used.) This lets one calculate a capital costper job year which can be compared with the "threshold" value for thecountry concerned. (The "dosirable" GDI/L level, do.ubledJ for "practicality",is taken as a "threshold" for classification as an urban poverty prolectbecause so many investments involve much more capital investment per job-year.)

Comment: I still can't make economic sense out of GDI/L as a "desirable"level of invesmment per job-year. Once this approach is taken, however,4 there is no way to avoid taking job-years into account. I continue to be
impressed by the complexity of the May 11 guidelines and how they will be-come more complex as one trys to answer questions such as those raised inBevan Waide's memo of May 6.



Hypothetical Essnple of PrA"nt and
Alltrative "Th:esnglj" WILcUla AP

I. Assumed Dta

(1 7 6 G re o vtPro-Vcted Averl/
for 1978-8 2

Middl e--inccome,
higr;ci atjcn

GDP 2,000,000 6.0 2,562,119GDP per Capita. coo 902GDI/GDP .20 .20
Dep./CDP .. 0
NDFI/GDP .10 .10

.10Labor Forcc 1,000 3.0 1 127Increase L.F. 3

B.' Lower-income,
lower depreciation

GDP , 500,000 6.0 635,530
GDP per Capita 200 3.0 225
GDI/GDP .20 3 .20
Dep./GDP .07 .07
NDFI/GDP .13 .13
Labor Force 1,000 3.0 1,127Increase in L.F. -2.8

32.8
a/ In constant prices; inventory investment ignored.
b/ For this example calculated as means of end points.

Case A Case B
II. Threshold Calculations:

Present Method (1976 data)

Per job year 800 200
15 years discounted at 10% 6,693 1,673

Proposed Method (78-82 aver. data)

7,750 2,519

Proposed Method (1976 data) 6,865 2;231


